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SHAGGY
EXCLUSIVE

FEATHER

FRENCH GREY

SILVER FROST

DOLPHIN DANCE

contemporary colour palette, ideal
for every living space

 imparts warmth, tranquility,
beauty and softness to your floor

help to reduce noise levels  as a
result of the long pile



OYSTER 32 DARK GREY 96

CREAM 36 LIGHT GREY 93

MUSHROOM 41 CHARCOAL 98

DESERT 35 RED 16

ROMEO

stylish and modern colours
ultra-soft  for a luxurious underfoot
experience

elegant look and feel that will
compliment any space in your
home



KESARI

HYATT 930

ROSEWOOD 950MARRIOTT 700

RITZ 740 CARLTON 960

RADISSON 640

superior yarn quality for better wear
& improved appearance retention

available in 6 nature-inspired tones
that will add a touch of elegance 

very plush carpet for excellent
underfoot comfort



LUXOR

CORN STEM 37 YOUNG FAWN 43

MUSHROOM BROWN 67

LIGHT GREY 73

LIGHT BEIGE 61

LIGHT BROWN 63

MEDIUM GREY 75

DARK GREY 78

SILVER GREY 70

stainsafe and colourfast

soft, luxurious, comfortable and
long lasting

trendy colour palette giving your
home a warm and inviting look



FRIVOLA

DOVE GREY 692

CREAM 636

SAND 644

WHITE 130

CAMEL 634

DARK GREY 696

ultra soft & luxurious feel providing
excellent underfoot comfort and
acoustics
soft textured colour range creating
a warm and inviting look
made from Nylon yarn for superior
resilience



CORN STEM 37 YOUNG FAWN 43

SNOW WHITE 30 SOFT DOWN 33

HAZEL WOOD 47 PALE MUSK 93

GREY FOG 96 STORM CLOUD 97

ultra soft and comfortable

ideal for  bedrooms

stylish and modern colours

LILY

made from 100%  solution dyed
nylon



IDENTITY

plush and comfortable

ideal for  bedrooms

very sophisticated texture and
colours

stainsafe and colourfast

VERMEER 69

DA VINCI 75

REUBENS 67

VAN GOGH 92

MONET 15 MICHELANGELO 76



CORSA

100%
WOOL

made from 100% pure wool for
people preferring natural fibres

wool as a natural fibre has excellent
sound absorption, recovery and
heat insulating properties

FLAX 820

IVORY 650

ASH 930

RAW LINEN 920

WHEAT 660



SOFT NOBLE

CORN STEM 37 YOUNG FAWN 43

SNOW WHITE 30 SOFT DOWN 33

HAZEL WOOD 47 PALE MUSK 93

GREY FOG 96 STORM CLOUD 97

plush and comfortable
ideal for  bedrooms

very sophisticated texture and
colours
stainsafe and colourfast



CASABLANCA

SHEEPSKIN 640

PALMWOOD 820

SILVER SKY 920

THUNDER 960DUNE 720

very luxurious and chunky carpet
providing excellent underfoot
comfort and acoustics
natural wool-like looking berber
made from stainsafe yarn for ease of
cleaning

complimentary colour combination
creating a warm and inviting look



SORRENTO

SILVER WHITE 61

LIGHT BROWN 91

BROWN 90

LIGHT GREY 75

DARK CREAM 93

MINK 72 BLUE 83

MEDIUM GREY 71

DARK GREY 76

CHARCOAL 77

RED 15

comprehensive and vibrant colour
palette to suit all decor needs

stainsafe yarn for easy cleaning

affordable price for an aesthetically
luxurious appearance



PRESTIGE

FRESH MUSHROOM NUT BROWN TAN BEIGE

DUSKY MINK CLOUD GREY NIGHT SHADOW

ROYAL RED PLUM RED NAVY BLUE

available in vibrant  colours

soft carpet with a smooth finish

great value for money

stainsafe yarn for easy cleaning



SUPER
NATURAL

NEWMAN 680

RHODES 785 CONNEL 940

LINDBERG 765

BEAVER 860 STERLING 850

great value for money

ideal for  all residential applications

very sophisticated texture and
colours

stainsafe and colourfast



MANHATTAN
XTREME

BELMONT 69

TRIBECA 35

SOHO 71 CHELSEA 77

LENOX HILLS  91 HUDSON SQUARE 92

CHARLSTON 67

tailored look and feel with modern
colours

stainsafe and colourfast
very easy to maintain

suitable for residential and general
commercial use



SPONTINI

contemporary and quality  loop
structure

vibrant textured colour range 
 with highlights for design flair

 nylon yarn for superior resilience

BROWN 38 CHARCOAL 94

BLUE 78BURGUNDY 16



ALETHEA

TURQUOISE 32 BLUE 79

RUST 14

modern colours creating a vibrant
look and feel

 vintage carpet design fused with a
contemporary touch

 Nylon Yarn for superior resilience.



CHAMBORD

EARTH 49 BLACK 197

BLUE 77BURGUNDY 17

velour print suitable for classic
design applications

Nylon Yarn for superior resilience

luxury underfoot comfort



NATURE

flat-weave texture with a natural
look
weather-safe making it perfect for
indoors and outdoors
made from waterproof yarn with
enhanced UV protection

NATURE DESIGN - 
4001/ 51

AFRICAN RHYTHM -
 4508 GRAIN / 27

AFRICAN RHYTHM -
 4508 GREY / 38

AFRICAN RHYTHM -
 4508 STONE / 89

AFRICAN SPIRIT -  4505 STONE / 88



FLINT

ANCHOR

PATCH
CAMPUS

SDN Yarn providing superior
serviceability and performance in
heavy commercial applications
stainsafe and colourfast  yarn for
easy cleaning and maintenance

biophilic design inspired by nature 
 creating an organic look with a soft
transition between shades of grey



FLINT

ANISEED

LINEAL

tufted bitumen carpet tile in a
stylish linear design and tones of
grey  for colour matching flexibility
with furniture and fabrics

made from solution dyed nylon
(SDN) yarns providing superior
serviceability and performance in
heavy commercial applications



MEDIUM GREY 957

CHARCOAL 966

EQUILIBRIUM

made from solution dyed nylon
(SDN) yarns providing superior
serviceability and performance in
heavy commercial applications

tufted bitumen carpet tile in a stylish
linear design and tones of grey  for
colour matching flexibility with
furniture and fabrics



SILVER GREY 02

GREY BLACK 10

COASTLINE

stylish linear  design creating an
exciting and trendy work space

can be laid in various directions
creating different patterned effects

tones of grey providing a base for
colour creativity with furniture 

stainsafe and colourfast yarn for
easy cleaning and maintenance



MEDIUM GREY 03 DARK GREY 05

RAIN

plank shapes can be laid in various
directions to create unique flooring
designs
stainsafe and colourfast yarn for
easy cleaning and maintenance

biophilic design inspired by nature 
 that brings the outdoors inside
creating a relaxing vibe  and
calming effect



FLORPOINT

ONYX 78

THORN 97 STAPLE 76

GINGERBREAD 93

COBALT 86 RAVEN 77

made from stainsafe fibres for
easy maintenance
tried, tested and trusted product
for more than 25 years

suitable for commercial application
very hardwearing and durable



ROCKFELLER 76 MADIBA 78

LUCAS 77ACKERMAN 86

DIRECTOR
XTREME

made from stainsafe fibres for
easy maintenance
tried, tested and trusted product
for more than 25 years

suitable for commercial application
very hardwearing and durable



XPO MAT

CORN STEM 37 YOUNG FAWN 43

GREY 900

FRAMBOISE 336

SKY BLUE 519

VIOLET 431

GRANITE 966

BLACK 990

EMERALD 668

stainsafe and colourfast

light weight, thin and pliable

multifunctional carpet ideal for
residential and expo use 



TIER

WASHED OAK CREAM

RECLAIMED BARN FIR

RESTORED FIR SILVER

WASHED OAK CARAMELLIVE OAK GOLD 

 hard wearing and dimensionally stable
product with anti-UV, anti-slip and scratch
resistant wear layer

easy rigid tongue & groove click system with
robust joins that creates a watertight seamless
finish
comes with a pre-applied antimicrobial foam
underlay that offers enhanced sound insulation,
thermal insulation and a softer underfoot feeling

a very low maintenance, waterproof and heat
resistant product



AO9

EARL GREY

WINTER CHAI ORCHID VANILLA

ICED CEYLON

CHAMOMILE LEMON GRASS

ROCOCO

biophilic design inspired by nature's
beauty of real wood
suitable for residential and light to medium
commercial applications

comes with an advanced AO9 aluminium
oxide UV coating, which is a superior
surface treatment giving excellent
protection against scratches, scuffing and
stains



2MM - Rubber Crumb with moisture barrier

5MM - Rubber Crumb without moisture barrier

RUBBER
UNDERLAYS

made locally from recycled tyres,
and a totally recyclable cradle to
cradle regenerative product

low VOC’s (Volatile Organic
Compounds) with no
objectionable odour and mildew
and moisture resistant.



SPORT 13

MONTE CARLO 38 BARCELONA 30

LUGANO 20

MUNDO 10 FIBREGRASS 7

ARTIFICIAL
GRASS 

very easy to maintain.  Use a brush
to remove debris such as leaves,
twigs, and seeds 
suitable for children to play on
suitable for dogs and cats, as it can
be cleaned using a garden hose and
mild detergent


